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Condensation of extended DNA into compact structures is encountered in a variety of situations,
both natural and artificial. While condensation of DNA has been routinely carried out by the use of
multivalent cations, cationic lipids, detergents, and polyvalent cationic polymers, the use of molecular
crowding agents in condensing DNA is rather striking. In this work, we have studied the dynamics of
plasmid DNA condensed in the presence of a molecular crowding agent, polyethylene glycol (PEG).
Steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence of the recently established condensation-indicating
DNA binder, YOYO-1 [G. Krishnamoorthy, G. Duportail, and Y. Mely (2002), Biochemistry 41,
15277–15287] was used in inferring the dynamic aspects of DNA condensates. It is shown that DNA
condensed by PEG is more flexible and less compact when compared to DNA condensed by binding
agents such as polyethyleneimine. The relevance of such differences in dynamics toward functional
aspects of condensed DNA is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Condensation of extended DNA polymers into com-
pact structures is relevant in both natural cellular processes
such as DNA packaging in chromosomes [1] and phage
heads [2] and in artificial gene therapy systems [3–6].
DNA is a highly charged polyelectrolyte, and therefore
its compaction is nontrivial [7,8]. In-vitro condensation
of DNA is generally achieved by neutralizing the nega-
tive charges on the DNA by one of several agents such as
polycations [9–11], cationic lipids [12,13] and detergents
[11,14], peptides [15], and multivalent metal ions [11,16].
Experimental observations point out that condensation of
DNA occurs when nearly 90% of negative charges of
DNA backbone phosphates are neutralized [8]. Although
this could be rationalized by Manning’s counterion con-
densation theory [17], the origin of the overall driving
force behind condensation of DNA is still disputed. The
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total free energy �Gcond associated with the condensation
process is contributed by several components such as �G
terms associated with DNA bending, mixing, and demix-
ing with solvent, electrostatic interactions, fluctuation of
molecular interactions, and hydration forces [18,19]. The
relative contribution of these various terms resulting in
favorable �Gcond is still unknown. The absence of quanti-
tative predictions on DNA condensation is even more stark
when observations such as DNA condensation induced by
solid surfaces [20] are taken into account.

Condensation of DNA has also been achieved by os-
motic exclusion or macromolecular crowding offered by
a variety of noninteracting polymers such as polyethy-
lene glycol (PEG) [21–24]. This neutral polymer forms
directional bonds with water and adopts higher order in-
trachain structure [22]. PEG is used to precipitate DNA
from cell extracts and to improve the action of ligases
and topoisomerases on high molecular weight DNA [25].
Steric factors offered by solvent-exclusion could be the
driving force behind condensation of DNA by polymers
such as PEG. The collapse of DNA in PEG solution is
connected with the effect of immiscibility of stiff chains
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(DNA) and flexible coils (PEG) [7]. Influence of macro-
molecular crowding has been implicated in several other
processes such as protein folding [26] and molecular in-
teractions [27] in cellular environments. Cell interior is
packed with a large variety of macromolecules. Though
their individual concentration is low, but when put to-
gether they occupy substantial fraction of the volume of
the cell. Such a milieu exerts osmotic exclusion force on
other macromolecules favoring processes such as molec-
ular association [28,29]. Thus, condensation of DNA in-
duced by molecular crowding could be thought of as a
process, which might occur, naturally in cellular milieu.
Furthermore, condensation of DNA by molecular crowd-
ing agents could be used as an alternate approach in gene
delivery systems limited by cytotoxicity caused by excess
of condensing agents such as cationic polymers [30,31].

DNA condensation has been studied using various
techniques such as circular dichroism [25], dynamic light
scattering [29], fluorescence microscopy [7,23,24] and
spectroscopy [11,15], stopped flow and field jump ex-
periments using scattered light [32], and Atomic Force
Microscopy [20,33]. Condensed DNA takes various forms
such as rods, fibers, and flexible circles. However, toroids
are the most commonly encountered shape [20,33]. In
contrast to the wealth of information available on the
DNA condensation process, the level of information on
the dynamics of condensed DNA is very scarce.

How do the DNA molecules condensed by ei-
ther charge neutralizing agents such as cationic poly-
mers/detergents or molecular crowding agents such as
PEG compare with each other? Are their structure and
dynamics similar to each other? If not similar, what are
the essential differences? These are the questions, which
prompted us to undertake the present work. In this work,
we use the bis-intercalating dye YOYO-1 [11,15] to study
the structure and dynamics of DNA condensed by PEG.
We compare the dynamics of base and the backbone of
DNA condensed by either class of condensing agents. Our
results show that DNA condensed by PEG is less com-
pact and less rigid when compared to DNA condensed by
binding agents.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

pBsks plasmid DNA (3 kbp) was extracted by alka-
line lysis method. YOYO-1 (491/509) was obtained from
Molecular Probes Inc., and PEG, CTAB, glycerol, and
HEPES were from Sigma Chemicals. Branched chain PEI
(25 kDa) was a gift from Prof. J-P Behr, Illkirch, France.

Plasmid DNA-YOYO-1 complexes were made by
mixing equal volumes of solutions of DNA and YOYO-1

in 20 mM HEPES pH 7.4 and 500 mM NaCl. The mixed
solution was incubated at room temperature for at least
3 hr before use. This procedure ensured uniform distribu-
tion of YOYO-1. D:P ratio varied from 1:50 to 1:10000 de-
pending on the experiment. PEG was dissolved in 20 mM
HEPES pH 7.4 and 500 mM NaCl. The final concentration
of PEG in solution was from 2 mg/mL to 200 mg/mL. PEG
solution was mixed with the preincubated DNA-YOYO-1
solution to make the required concentration. This mix-
ture was further incubated for 1 hr at room temperature.
Details of typical concentrations of PEG used are given
in figure legends. Solutions DNA-YOYO-1 without PEG
were used as control. The complexes of plasmid DNA-
YOYO-1 with PEI were made by adding PEI to a solution
of DNA followed by vortexing for about 1 min followed
by incubation at room temperature for 30 min. The charge
ratio R is the ratio of primary nitrogen of PEI to the phos-
phate of DNA. The ratio R = 5.0 was maintained for PEI
experiments.

Steady state fluorescence spectra were recorded us-
ing a SPEX Fluorolog EL 111 T-format spectrofluo-
rimeter. Time-resolved fluorescence measurements were
carried out by time- correlated single-photon count-
ing (TCSPC) method. A CW Nd:Vanadate (Millennia,
Spectra Physics, USA) pumped mode-locked Ti-Sapphire
laser with doubled tunable output was used for excit-
ing the samples at 457 nm. The fluorescence emission at
magic angle (54.7◦) was dispersed in a monochomator and
counted by a MCP PMT (R2809) and processed through
a TCSPC setup. The instrument response function had a
FWHM of ∼40 ps.

Fluorescence intensity decays obtained at magic an-
gle were deconvoluted with the instrument response func-
tion and analyzed as a sum of exponentials to get the mean
fluorescence lifetime.

I (t) = �αi exp(−t/τ i)

where I(t) is the fluorescence intensity collected at magic
angle at time t and αi is the amplitude of the ith lifetime
τ i such that �αi = 1.

Time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy decays were
analyzed by the following equations

I‖(t) = I (t)[1 + 2r(t)]/3 (1)

I⊥(t) = I (t)[1 − r(t)]/3 (2)

r(t) = [I‖(t) − I⊥(t)]/[I‖(t) + 2I (t)]

= r0�βi exp(−t/ϕi) (3)

where r0 is the initial anisotropy and βi is the amplitude of
the ith rotational correlation time ϕi such that

∑
βi = 1.
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I|| and I⊥ are the emission intensities collected at po-
larizations parallel and perpendicular, respectively to the
polarization axis of the excitation beam. While analyzing
the kinetics of anisotropy decay using Eqs. (1) and (2),
values of αi and τ i (obtained from the analysis of I(t))
were kept fixed in order to reduce the number of floating
parameters. This procedure results in better estimation of
anisotropy decay parameters.

Dynamic light scattering experiments were per-
formed on a DynaPro-MS800 dynamic light scattering
instrument (Protein Solutions Inc., VA, USA) having
an inbuilt Laser at 820 nm, by monitoring the scattered
light at 90◦ with respect to irradiation direction. Buffer
solutions were filtered carefully through 20 nm filters
(Whatman Anodisc 13) to remove dust particles. The ob-
served autocorrelation curves (at least 10 collections each
collected for 10 s) were analyzed either by “Regulariza-
tion” software or “DynaLS” software provided by the
manufacturer of the instrument to generate a distribution
of Rh.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Condensation of DNA Detected by YOYO-1

We had shown earlier that the bis-intercalating
molecule YOYO-1 is a robust and convenient monitor
of DNA condensation [11,15]. The fluorescence of DNA-
bound YOYO-1 gets quenched when DNA condenses. It
was also shown that quenching of fluorescence occurs
only when sufficiently high level of YOYO-1 is bound to
DNA (YOYO-1: nucleotide, D:P ∼ 1:50) and the quench-
ing was shown to be caused by the formation of exci-
tonic H-type dimer of DNA-bound YOYO-1 [11]. Further-
more it was also shown that when low levels of YOYO-1
(D:P ∼ 1:1000) were used, the fluorescence probe re-
ported the dynamics of base and the backbone of DNA
[11,15]. All these well-established monitors were used in
this present work.

Figure 1 shows the effect of PEG on the fluores-
cence emission spectra of YOYO-1 bound to DNA at
D:P ∼1:50. The spectra show a steady decrease in fluo-
rescence intensity with increasing concentration of PEG
in the medium. Furthermore, the decrease in steady-state
fluorescence intensity seen in the presence of PEG was
also supported by a similar decrease observed in mean
fluorescence lifetime (τm, Fig. 2). This is important in
that τm is independent of concentration of the fluorophore
and hence it is more robust in reporting the quenching
of fluorescence. Since fluorescence quantum yield, ϕ is
linearly related to τm (ϕ = kr τm, where kr is the radia-
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Fig. 1. Fluorescence emission spectra of DNA-YOYO-1 complex in the
presence of 1 kD PEG, PEI, and 1 kD PEG + PEI. The concentrations of
DNA (phosphate) and YOYO-1 were 3.7 µM and 75 nM, respectively
(D:P = 1:50). The buffer used was 20 mM HEPES 500 mM NaCl pH 7.5.
The excitation wavelength was 480 nm. A, no additive; B, 2.8 mg/mL
PEG; C, 22.5 mg/mL PEG; D, 56.3 mg/mL PEG; E, 160 mg/mL PEG; F,
18.8 µM PEI; G, 160 mg/mL and 18.8 µM of PEG and PEI, respectively.

tive rate constant) the observed similar behavior of flu-
orescence intensity and τm is quite satisfying. That the
quenching of fluorescence (Figs. 1 and 2) is due to the
condensation of DNA and not due to any other changes
induced by the presence of PEG was shown by experi-
ments in which the fluorescence was monitored at low
levels of YOYO-1 (D:P ∼ 1:10,000). In this situation
both the intensity and τm did not show any significant
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Fig. 2. Dependence of fluorescence intensity (closed symbols) and mean
fluorescence lifetime (open symbols) of the DNA-YOYO-1 complexes
on the concentration of PEG. D:P = 1:50 for all the samples except for
the top curve (�, �) for which D:P = 1:10,000 and 1 kD PEG. Inverted
triangle, 10 kD PEG; Circles, 3.35 kD PEG; Diamonds, 1 kD PEG. Other
experimental conditions are similar to those given in Fig. 1.
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change in the presence of PEG (Fig. 2). Thus we see that
the origin of quenching of fluorescence observed at high
levels of YOYO-1 (Figs. 1 and 2) is the condensation
of DNA.

The efficiency of condensation depends upon the
polymer chain length of PEG as shown by the concen-
tration dependence of normalized fluorescence intensity
and mean lifetime (Fig. 2). PEG with an average mol.
wt. of 1 kD showed higher efficiency when compared to
PEG with average mol. wt. of 10 kD at comparable con-
centrations of PEG monomers (Fig. 2). These results may
seem at variance with that observed by Vasilevskaya and
coworkers [23] who showed that PEG with a degree of
polymerization, P = 454 to be more effective when com-
pared to a shorter (P = 186) polymer. However, we note
the following differences between the two sets of experi-
ments: (i) In our experiments, the value of P varies in the
range of 20–200 in contrast to the studies by Vasilevskaya
et al. and (ii) Vasilevskaya and coworkers [23] monitored
the condensation of very long DNA at single molecule
level from the change in the apparent molecular dimen-
sions seen in fluorescence microscopic images. In con-
trast, we infer the condensation process from the quench-
ing of fluorescence of DNA-bound YOYO-1 caused by
interaction among YOYO-1 molecules bound to the same
DNA molecule. Thus, the level of quenching will be gov-
erned by the extent of compaction in the condensed DNA.
The extent of compaction, which is related to the extent
of volume excluded by PEG, easily discernable from our
measurements is unlikely to be detected within the reso-
lution offered by the optical microscopic measurements
of dimension of condensed DNA by Vasilevskaya and
coworkers [23]. This and the fact that our measurements
are ensemble-averaged observations could have caused
the apparent difference mentioned above. In this con-
nection, the observed opposing effects of PEG200 and
PEG1540 on the unimolecular cyclization of DNA, which
is assumed, to be similar to condensation of DNA is
significant [34].

Condensation of DNA in the presence of PEG
has been addressed theoretically by several workers
[23,35–39]. One of the main indicators from these studies
is the requirement of counterions for charge neutralization
of DNA backbone during the process of condensation by
osmotic exclusion agents. This is also seen in our experi-
ments, which showed the requirement of salt for conden-
sation (Fig. 3). Apart from the requirement of salt, we also
see that the effect of various salts is not identical (Fig. 3).
The variation in the efficiency of different salts in bring-
ing about PEG-induced condensation indicates that the
effect of salt lies in more than neutralization of phosphate
charges of DNA backbone. It is likely that this difference
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Fig. 3. Titration of fluorescence intensity of DNA- bound YOYO-1 with
PEG in the presence of various salts. (A) In the absence of salt; (B) With
500 mM Na2SO4; (C) With 500 mM NaCl; (D) With 500 mM NaNO3.
The concentration of DNA (phosphate) and YOYO-1 were 3.7 µM
and 75 nM, respectively (D:P = 1:50) in 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5. Other
experimental conditions are similar to those given in Fig. 1.

is a reflection of other factors such as structure-forming
and structure-breaking ability and osmotic effect offered
by salt.

How does the structure of DNA condensed in the
presence of PEG compare with the DNA condensed
by binding agents such as polyethyleneimine (PEI) or
a cationic detergent cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB). An indication toward the answer to this question
can be provided from the extent of fluorescence quench-
ing of YOYO-1 during condensation of DNA (Figs. 1 and
2). It is seen that the extent of quenching in the presence
of PEI is significantly higher when compared to that of
PEG samples. However, the extent of quenching by either
the cationic detergent CTAB or PEG are very similar to
each other (see Ref. [11]). Although the quantitative rela-
tionship between the extent of quenching and the extent
of compaction is not known, the present results indicate
that DNA condensed in the presence of PEG is less com-
pact when compared to DNA condensed by PEI. This may
be rationalized by noting that binding agents such as PEI
could compact DNA very tightly due to its multidentate
nature of binding. In contrast, agents such as PEG which
works by volume exclusion by molecular crowding or
CTAB, which works by neutralization of charge of DNA
backbone, would rely on the inherent propensity of DNA
polymer to self-aggregate. Thus our results suggest that
DNA condensed by self-aggregation is less compact when
compared to DNA condensed by cationic polymers. In or-
der to obtain more comparative insight into the various
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DNA condensates, we measured the rotational dynamics
of DNA-bound YOYO-1 (see below).

Dynamics of Condensed DNA

Information on the dynamics of DNA base and back-
bone can be extracted from picosecond time-resolved flu-
orescence anisotropy of DNA intercalators such as ethid-
ium [40] and YOYO-1 [11,15]. Fluorescence anisotropy
decay of YOYO-1 is quite sensitive to changes in
DNA backbone dynamics during condensation induced
by either binding agents [11] such as PEI, CTAB,
and Co3+ or the retroviral nucleocapsid protein NCp7
[15].

Figure 4 shows typical traces of decay kinetics of flu-
orescence anisotropy of DNA-bound YOYO-1. In these
experiments, the ratio D:P was kept at 1:1000. As shown
earlier (Fig. 2), under such low levels of the fluores-
cence probe, condensation of DNA does not cause the
“signature” quenching of fluorescence intensity. This con-
dition is essential to be kept when information on the
changes in DNA dynamics is sought. The first inference
from the data on fluorescence anisotropy decay kinetics
(Fig. 4 and Table I) is the drastic change seen in the
anisotropy decay profile in the presence of PEG. Analysis
of decay curves by the nonassociative model [41,42] (see
“Experimental Section”) shows that, in the uncondensed
DNA, the decay profile fits well to a sum of two exponen-
tials, one <100 ps and another ∼7 ns (Table I). These val-
ues which are similar to those obtained in our earlier works
[11,15] correspond to local motion of the fluorophore and
segmental dynamics of DNA backbone, respectively. In
these analyses the initial (or maximum) anisotropy was
fixed at 0.31, the value obtained in experiments on YOYO-
1 in viscous glycerol–water mixtures [11]. The significant
change in the anisotropy decay kinetics in PEG-condensed
DNA is seen in the longer correlation time which changed
from ∼7 ns in the uncondensed form to 15–23 ns in DNA
condensed by PEG (Table I). Since this correlation time
has been identified with the segmental motion of DNA
backbone [11,15], the condensation-induced increase in
its value would indicate rigidfication of the backbone.
That the long correlation time should be associated with
segmental motion of the backbone rather than the overall
tumbling dynamics of condensed DNA gets support when
we note that the global tumbling dynamics of condensed
DNA having ∼3000 basepairs is expected to be in the
microsecond timescale.

Inspection of the value of the long correlation time
(ϕ3 in Table I) shows that the extent of rigidity of
DNA backbone is higher in the presence of 1 kD PEG
when compared to PEG of higher mol. wt. (3.35 kD
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Fig. 4. Typical traces of decay of fluorescence anisotropy of DNA-
YOYO-1 complexes. Grey continuous trace, uncondensed DNA; Dark
continuous trace, DNA condensed by 1 kD PEG (160 mg/mL); Dotted
trace, DNA in the presence of 28% glycerol having a bulk viscosity of
2.3 cP which is the same as that of 160 mg/mL 1 kD PEG. Rotational
correlation times estimated from analysis of such traces are given in
Table I.

or 10 kD). This observation is in line with the higher
level of fluorescence quenching observed in the pres-
ence of 1 kD PEG when compared to longer polymers
(Fig. 2). This may be due to the possibility that smaller
polymers of PEG allow better invasion into the DNA.
This could lead to an increase in the osmotic exclusion
of water from the vicinity of DNA backbone. Further-
more, the longer value (>50 ns) of the correlation time
observed in the presence of PEI correlates with the high
level (∼90%) of quenching shown by PEI. Thus we get
a picture that the level of rigidfication of DNA backbone
and the extent of DNA compaction are correlated with
each other.

PEG increases the bulk viscosity of solutions. For
example, the bulk viscosity of a solution of 160 mg mL−1

of 1 kD PEG was 2.3 cP. Hence one could argue that the
increase in the value of the long correlation time observed
in the presence of PEG (Table I) could have arisen from the
direct effect of increased solvent viscosity slowing down
the segmental dynamics of the DNA backbone rather than
a condensation-induced effect. Such an effect by bulk sol-
vent is restricted by the relative molecular sizes of the
probe and the viscogen. For example, when the bulk vis-
cosity is increased by the addition of long chain poly-
mers, the microviscosity felt by small molecular probes
do not show any significant level of increase [41,43]. In
contrast, when the sizes of viscogen and the probe are
similar to each other, the microviscosity felt by the probe
molecule nearly equals the bulk viscosity [41,43]. Such
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Table I. Parameters Obtained from Analysis of Kinetics of Decay of Fluorescence Anisotropy of
DNA-YOYO-1 Complexes

Rotational correlation times, ns (amplitude)b

Samplea ϕ1 (β1) φ2 (β2) φ3 (β3)

DNA-YOYO-1 <0.1 (0.31) — 7.3 (0.69)
DNA-YOYO-1 + PEI <0.1 (0.35) 0.90 (0.15) >50.0 (0.50)
DNA-YOYO-1 + 1 kD PEG <0.1 (0.27) 1.00 (0.22) 23.1 (0.51)
DNA-YOYO-1 + 3.35 kD PEG <0.1 (0.34) 3.6 (0.06) 14.6 (0.60)
DNA-YOYO-1 + 10 kD PEG <0.1 (0.32) 3.1 (0.12) 14.8 (0.56)
DNA-YOYO-1 + 28% glycerolc 0.32 (0.26) — 18.3 (0.74)

aThe concentration of DNA (phosphate) and YOYO-1 were 30 µM and 30 nM, respectively (D:P =
1:1000). The buffer used was 20 mM HEPES 500 mM NaCl pH 7.46. PEG used was 160 mg/mL.
The charge ratio for PEI (nitrogen): DNA (phosphate), R = 5.

bThe errors associated with various parameters were as follows: ϕ2 (±0.30), ϕ3 (±2.0), β1 (±0.03),
β2 (±0.03), and β3 (±0.03). The value of reduced χ2 was in the range of 1.0–1.4 in all the cases
and the residual pattern was found to be random for all the fits. The initial anisotropy r0 was fixed
at 0.31 ± 0.01, the value obtained for YOYO-1 in glycerol, during the analysis.

cViscosity of 28% glycerol is 2.3 cP which is the same as that of a solution of 160 mg mL−1 of
1 kD PEG.

observations have been ascribed to caging effect offered
by bulky viscogens. In any case, in order to check whether
the observed decrease in the long correlation time is due
to the increase in solvent viscosity, we performed the
experiment in the presence of glycerol, which increases
the solvent viscosity. Moreover, 28% (v/v) glycerol has
a bulk viscosity of 2.3 cP same as that of a solution of
160 mg mL−1 of 1 kD PEG. However, the fluorescence
anisotropy decay kinetics of DNA-bound YOYO-1 was
distinctly different in these two environments (Fig. 4 and
Table I). Analysis of the decay curves show that the value
of the longer rotational correlation time was ∼18 ns (74%)
in the presence of 28% glycerol. In contrast, the val-
ues were 1.0 ns (22%) and 23.1 ns (51%) in the presence
of 1 kD PEG. Furthermore, the shortest correlation time
(ϕ1), which was ascribed to the internal motion of DNA-
bound YOYO-1, was found to slow down significantly
from <0.1 ns to 0.3 ns in the presence of 28% glycerol.
This could be due to the effect of increase in the viscosity
caused by the presence of glycerol. The absence of this ef-
fect (slowing down of the internal motion) in the presence
of PEG (and in the other agents PEI, CTAB, and NCp7, see
Refs. [11] and [15]) could be explained by the model, men-
tioned above, wherein the microviscosity is largely unaf-
fected by long chain polymers. Furthermore, this observa-
tion shows that condensation of DNA, in general, does not
perturb the internal motion of base-pairs. It was ensured
that the presence of glycerol by itself does not lead to
condensation of DNA as shown by the insignificant
change in the fluorescence intensity of DNA-bound
YOYO-1 (data not shown). Thus it clear that the
rigidification of DNA backbone in the presence of PEG as

inferred from the increase in the value of long correlation
time is due to condensation of DNA.

Comparison of DNA Condensed by Binding
Agents and Crowding Agents

Although condensation of DNA has a contribution
from attractive interaction between DNA molecules, the
overall mechanism of condensation aided by either bind-
ing agents such as PEI and CTAB or molecular crowding
agents such as PEG is quite different from each other.
This could lead to significant differences in the structure
and dynamics of DNA condensed by these two classes
of condensing agents. Quenching of fluorescence of bis-
intercalated YOYO-1 which is a robust and convenient
marker of DNA condensation [11,15] has shown clearly
that DNA condensed by PEG is less compact when com-
pared to DNA condensed by PEI (Figs. 1 and 2). In a
parallel fashion, the backbone of DNA gets rigidified to
a lesser extent on condensation by PEG when compared
to the higher level of rigidification in PEI-induced con-
densates (Table I). The reduced level of compactness of
DNA condensed by PEG when compared to DNA con-
densed by PEI was also demonstrated by the observation
that the fluorescence intensity of PEG-DNA condensate
got further reduced significantly by the addition of PEI
(Fig. 1).

The difference in the size and the compactness
of DNA condensates were evaluated by dynamic light
scattering (DLS) experiments. For uncondensed DNA,
the hydrodynamic radius, Rh estimated from DLS
measurements was ∼70 nm. DNA condensed by 1kD PEG
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showed Rh ∼ 300 nm which is significantly larger than
the size of toroidal structures (50–100 nm) seen in AFM
images of DNA condensed by PEI [33].

In conclusion, the observations presented in this
work are very relevant in building models for under-
standing the compaction of DNA in chromosomes, phage
heads, etc. In these situations, DNA has to be compacted
for achieving economy of space while keeping intact the
efficiency of DNA read-out in replication and transcrip-
tion. The reduced level of compaction observed in the
presence of PEG could be thought of as a strategy in
achieving such apparently contradictory requirements.
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